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Children‘s books

Agnes the little spider
and her friends
28 pages
hardback
19,99€
Available in 8 languages

18

Agnes, the little spider is often sad because she feels that no one loves
her. But her best friends show her what really counts – and that is friendship. Friends who help each other can go through thick and thin.
Will they manage to stand up for each other against the leader of
the mosquitos?

Children‘s books

Agnes the little spider
goes on holiday
48 pages
hardback
20,-€
Available in German

Agnes the little spider has never seen the sea. Mathilda decides to take
her friends with her and show them the wonderblue sea and the sunny
sandcoast. Is there anything more beautiful than to spend the holiday
together with friends?
A new wonderful story about friendship and love, solidarity and
positivity.

Biographical

1.090.000 steps
T he story of a journey, a love and
the being

174 pages
paperback
19,99€
Available in Italian and German

I tell about a journey from Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port in France to Santiago
de Compostela to the apostle Jacobus‘s grave.
I tell about a love that is too big to find words for. About a journey that
brought me physically and mentally to my limits which was important
and right for me. A journey that restored my faith in spirituality and the
belief in fate and a superior being .

Biographical

Maria Magdalena
About life and death of my sister

232 pages
hardback with book jacket
22,-€
Available in German

How do you tell a story about a woman not much different as millions of them?
I want to tell the story of my twin sister Maria Magdalena from the beginning on. I want to write about a woman that lost her life in a barbaric
and unnecessary way. I want to come close to the truth of what happened. I want to give companions a voice and let them share their personal
stories. I want to say goodbye.

Art & Music

Heinz Innerhofer

Motus
134 pages
hardback
100€
Trilingual content: German, English,
Italian

The known South Tyrolean photographer Heinz Innerhofer captures the
beauty of different worlds with his unique style.

Art & Music

Where heaven begins
T he life of the Niederbacher siblings

144 pages
hardback
39,99€

Life is a continuation of actions, some of them good, some less good. Happy and sometimes sad ones.
The life of a family, or in this case of siblings, reveals a conglomerate of
pictures, colours and emotions.
This book tells the story of the Niederbacher siblings from the South Tyrolean Alps, their career with their uncomparable music, allows glimps
into their private lifes and lets companions share their stories with the
Niederbacher siblings.
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